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ABSTRACT

A revised damage analysis procedure for
CRASH, which includes restitution effects, is
described. The proposed calculation proce-
dure has the potential capability of (1) im-
proving the delta-V  accuracy in low-speed
collisions and (2) segregating stiffness and
restitution properties. The analytical
approach can provide a basis for refinement
of the categorization of vehicles through its
use of additional crush property descriptors.
Sample results fromapplications  of a prototype
computer routine are presented and compared
with corresponding results from the original
damage routine of CRASH.

The reported research has been supported
by McHenry Consultants, Inc.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

(1) Significant improvements in the re-
construction accuracy of the CRASH3 damage
algorithm can be achieved by means of a rela-
tively simple revision that includes restitu-
tion effects.

(2) The existing A and B empirical
stiffness coefficients of CRASH3 can be
directly converted to those required for the
proposed revision, with either (a) "represen-
tative" or (b) individually measured restitu-
tion effects integrated into the conversion
process. Option (a) could serve to reduce
systematic errors at low AV values. Option
(b) could potentially achieve major improve-
ments in reconstruction accuracy.

(3) The four fitted constants of the
revised damage algorithm, which segregate
stiffness and restitution properties, can pro-
vide a basis for refined categorization of
vehicles.

(4) The test data upon which the CRASH3
empirical fits of Reference 1 are based should
be carefully re-examined. In the development
of those fits, it has been assumed that common
crush properties exist within each size cate-
gory of vehicle, regardless of differences in
the basic layouts of components and in overhang
dimensions. The total numbers of included
vehicles are limited, and substantial adjust-
ments have been made in the results. A fresh
look, with the CRASH4 data needs in mind, may
define more proper categories on the basis of
stiffness and restitution. Itmayalso elimin-
ate any need for adjustment of the results.

INTRODUCTION

In Reference 2, Smith and Noga properly
conclude that the damage algorithmof  the CRASH
computer program tends to underestimate low
delta-V values as a result of the neglect of
restitution effects (see Appendix 1). The
omission of restitution effects in CRASH was
based on several important considerations.
First, the original formulation of the CRASH
computer program (e.g., References 3 and 4)
had limited objectives in terms of detailed
accuracy, since it was developed for the pri-
mary purpose of serving as a simple pre-
processor for use with the SMAC simulation
program (Reference 5). Second, at the time
of the CRASH formulation (1975), restitution
effects in vehicle structures were not found
to be sufficiently well defined to support
the added complexity of their inclusion. Note
that the neglect of restitution effects has
been clearly pointed out in all related docu-
ments (e.g., References 3 and 4).

The relatively widespread current use of
the damage analysis portion of CRASH3, as a
primary technique rather than a simple pre-
processor, makes it appropriate to re-examine
the analytical formulation of CRASH with a
view toward refinements that will reduce or
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eliminate the recognized error source.
It is proposed that consideration should

be given to adoption of the damage algorithm
defined herein in a "CRASH4" revision. It
should be noted that the required damage con-
stants for "CRASH4" can be automatically gene-
rated from the CRASH3 values for A and B com-
bined with definitions of restitution proper-
ties by means of a simple calculation routine.
As a minimum benefit of the revision, an
initial assumption of identical restitution
properties for all vehicles could serve to
reduce the recognized problem with underesti-
mates of low AV values. To achieve the full
potential benefits, it will be necessary to
re-examine crash test data for reliable
measures of the stiffness, dynamic overshoot
and restitution properties of specific vehicle
configurations and sizes and to refine the
categorization of vehicles accordingly. Subse-
quent to initial checkout runs of "CRASH4,"
the overall accuracy should be evaluated in
the manner of Reference 2, prior to itsgeneral
adoption.

In Table 1, preliminary results obtained
with a prototype CRASH4 computer routine are

presented for comparison with measured data
and with corresponding CRASH2 and CRASH3
results for the 12 RICSAC tests of Reference
6. The summary of test data and CRASH2 results
is taken directly from Appendix C of Reference
7.

In preparing Table 1, it was found that
the CXASHj results 1isteJ in Apgcndix C of
Reference 7 were closely matched but not iden-
tically duplicated with CRASH inputs based on
data presented in References 6 and 8. The
generally small differences in CRASH3 results
are believed to reflect effects of possible
differences in the DOPF and vehicle stiffness
category specifications (actual input data for
the Reference 7 runs of CRASH3 are not avail-
able). The results for CRASH3 and CRASH4 in
Table 1 have been produced with identical
inputs.

The CRASH4 results presented in Table 1
are based on (and limited by) the fitted A
and B coefficients of CRASH3, combined with
hypothetical "low" and "high" restitution
properties. Therefore, they do not fully
reflect the potential benefits of the use of
(1) refined crush coefficients and (2) actual

Table 1. Comparison of Predicted Delta-V (MPEI) Values for the RICSAC Tests

RICSAC MEASURED PREDICTED PREDICTED PREDICTED CRASH4
TEST NO. CRASH2 CRASH3 LOW HIGH IMPACT

REPORTED ADJUSTED* RESTITUTION RESTITUTION CONFIGURATION

1 12.2 11.3 15.1 12.0 11.7 13.815.6 17.0 22.7 18.0 17.5 20.7 OBLIQUE SIDE

2 19.6 19.8 27.4 18.1 16.6 18.128.9 28.6 41.1 26.2 24.0 26.1 OBLIQUE SIDE

3 9.5 IE i:: 6.1 7.3 8.715.8 9.6 11.6 13.8 REAR-END

4 18.7 16.5 9.1 16.4 18.7 19.922.2 25.7 14.1 25.6 29.1 31.1 REAR-END

5 16.3 15.1 15.6 16.8 17.925.1 27.4 148:: 28.3 30.6 32.6 REAR-END

6 9.2 9.3 14.6 12.6 10.0 11.415.4 15.2 23.9 20.5 16.4 18.6 08LIQUE  SIDE

7 12.0 12.4 15.7 16.2 14.8 15.020.9 20.4 26.0 26.7 24.4 24.9 DBLIQUE  SIDE

8 15.3 13.3 9.7 11.5 12.4 14.410.7 12.7 9.2 11.0 11.8 13.7 DIRECT SIDE

9 21.4 20.4 11.3 14.7 16.5 24.18.9 9.4 5.2 6.8 7.6 11.1 DIRECT SIDE

10 29.6 28.5 15.1 17.2 18.3 26.013.4 14.0 7.4 8.4 8.9 12.7 DIRECT SIDE

11 24.0 23.5 21.1 21.2 22.4 26.015.7 16.1 13.2 14.4 15.3 17.8 OFFSET FRONTAL

12 40.1 39.1 28.2 26.4 27.3 30.126.4 27.1 19.6 18.3 18.9 20.9 OFFSET FRONTAL

*Av' E
1 f [A$ M2+ F AV21 ,

A’.”2 = ; [AV2
M:f F aVl] , so that
2

M~AV; = M,Av;
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measured restitution properties for the
vidual vehicles.

The CRASH4 revisions include a mod i
tion of the "energy correction factor,"
on the analysis presented in Appendix 3

DISCUSSION OF TECHNICAL CONCEPT

indi-

fica-
based

In the following, a simple revision of
the CRASH3 damage algorithm is defined which
incorporates restitution effects without
altering the existing input requirements other
than those related to vehicle categories.
The internal modifications, which retain com-
patibility with the CRASH3 empirical crush co-
efficients, A and B, provide a basis for
refinement of the categorization of vehicles.

Within each updated vehicle category,
which will continue to share common values of
A and B, sub-categories can be defined on the
basis of the stiffness and restitution con-
stants that are found to be necessary to match

measured dynamic overshoot and restitution at
a given value of dynamic crush while retaining
the A and B values of the category. Table 2
presents sample results for Category 5(6),
Frontal, of CRASH3 (Reference 9) to further
clarify the overall concept. It may be seen
in Table 2 that analytical fits of hypothetical
restitution properties, at a selected value
of dynamic crush, and retention of compatibil-
ity with A and B have been achieved by means
of application of the proposed damage algo-
rithm. In Figure 1, the resulting relation-
ships of the total impact speed-change, AV,
and the coefficient of restitution, E , to
residual crush, C are displayed. In Figure
2, the correspondfig variation of the coeffi-
cient of restitution, E, as a function of
maximum dynamic crush, C , may be seen to be
generally compatible wit% existing plots of
test data. Note that the "effective collision
speed" of Figure 2 is interpreted to be defined
by V0

= ($?%) Cm inches/set.

Table 2. Sample Results for Full-Frontal Collisions with a Rigid, Fixed Barrier

40
IMPACT

SPEED-CHANGE I

I
CoEE’C’ENT
RESTITUTION

ot..:;: 7 :. ,zs?, , :-j 0.0000 10 20 30 40
RESIDUAL CRUSH, INCHES

Figure 1. Restitution and Impact
Speed-Change vs Crush

t
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~~o_LLlbfts-  -Y-Q--/~  - - - - - -
’ ’ L “+ - - -

- 0 lb - 26 30 4 0 50 6 0
EFFECTIVE COLLISION SPEED, V,, MPH

CRASH 4

Figure 2. Restitution vs Effective
Collision Speed

(From Ref. 10 (1968), with CRASH4 frontal
boundary curves superimposed)
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The four internal constants of the pro-
posed CRASH4 algorithm are uniquely determined
by the constraints imposed by simultaneous
matching of both A and B and measured restitu-
tion properties. Thus, they provide additional
descriptors of the crush properties of indi-
vidual vehicles that fit within a primarycate-
gory determined by A and B. Further, since
Kl defines the crush resistance for increasing
loads while K RHO and GAMMA are related to
restitution, 2h't ese fitted constants can serve
to define sub-categories on the basis of stiff-
ness and restitution properties.

The wide ranges of hypothetical restitu-
tion properties that are included in Table 2
produce reconstructed values for the total
impact speed-change, AV, that are eachgreater,
of course, than the current CRASH3 outputs of
AVc, the impact speed-change for the approach
period of the collision. The magnitudes of
the increases may be seen in Table 2 to range
from 3.9% to 15.5% at 30 inches of static
crush and from 8.9% to 58.2% at 10 inches of
static crush. Note that the effects of resti-
tution on the total impact speed-change corre-
sponding to a given residual crush are
compounded by the fact that restitution reduces
the residual crush while increasing the total
impact speed-change. Also, the restitution
effects, which have been fitted at a selected
value of dynamic crush, are larger at lesser
values of dynamic crush (see Figure 2).

If the coefficient of restitution at 30
inches of dynamic crush is assumed to be 0.10
and, further, if the ratio of residual to
dynamic crush in that same dynamic crush range
is assumed to be 0.80 to 0.90 (Reference 1,
P. 43), the total impact speed-change, AV,
will exceed the approach period speed change,
AV by 7.7% at 30 inches of residual crush
ans'by 20.9% to 36.5% at 10 inches of residual
crush.

The preceding findings differ markedly
from the incomprehensible conclusion of Refer-
ence 11 that "a restitution coefficient of
0.1 can change the energy by only one percent
and affect delta-V  by even less" (underline- -
added). In fact. the cited conclusion violates
Newton's definition of the coefficient of
restitution:

Coefficient of Restitution, E =

speed of separation
speed of approach

From the definition of E, a coefficient
of restitution-of 0.10 must increase delta V
by 10% over the case of E = 0.00. For example,
in a collision with a rigid, fixed barrier,
the speed of separation is equal to -EV, making
the total delta-V  equal to -(l + E)V .

Therefore, the cited conclusion zf Refer-
ence 11, if interpreted as a simple generality,
is clearly erroneous. If it is not a simple

generality, it requires an explanation of the
manner in which the actual effects of restitu-
tion can be diminished below those associated
with the nominal coefficient of restitution.
Note that the analysis reported herein clearly
shows that nominal restitution effects at a
given value of dynamic crush can be substan-
tially magnified at lesser values of crush.

DEFINITION OF SYMBOLS

A =
B =

c"f :
Em =
Ea =
Gr =
Kl =

K2 =

K11 1
;12 =
M =
vc =

v =
0Vf =

AVc =

Av =
Y =

r =
E =

P =

CRASH3 crush coefficient, lb/in.2
CRASH3 crush coefficient, lb/in.
Residual crush, inches.
Maximum dynamic crush, inches.
Absorbed energy, inch-lbs.
Restored energy, inch-lbs.
CRASH3 crush coefficient, lbs.
Crush resistance per unit width for
increasing loads, lb/in.
Crush resistance per unJt width for
decreasing loads, lb/in.
K value for vehicle 1.
K: value for vehicle 2.
E~~5tc:b"~~~~;i~nches.

Common velocity of contact regions at
end of approach period of collision,
inches/set.
Initial velocity, inches/set.
Final (separation) velocity, inches/
sec.
Impact speed-change during the
approach period of the collision,
inches/set.
Total impact speed-change, inches/set.
Ratio of effective to total mass in
non-central collision.
CRASH4 restitution constant.
Coefficient of restitution.
CRASH4 restitution constant.

DERIVATION OF ANALYTICAL RELATIONSHIPS

For simplicity, the case of a full-frontal
collision against a rigid, fixed barrier is
analyzed in the following. The derivation of
analytical relationships for the CRASH4 damage
algorithm is based on the relatively simple
concept of combining the CRASH3 assumption that
the impact speed-change during the approach
period, AV is a
residual c&Ah, C

linear function of the

6'
which has a non-zerointer-

cept, with the SM Cassumption  (e.g., Reference
5) that AV is a separate linear function of
the maxim& crush, Cm' which has a zero inter--
cept (Figure 3).

On the basis of crash test data for
dynamic force vs crush (e.g.. Figures 4, 5
and 6), unloading may be seen to occur in the
form of a vertical drop to a secondary quasi-
linear load deflection characteristic as shown
in Figure 7 (see Appendix 2 for detailed dis-
cussion). The general form of the CRASH4
force vs crush depicted in Figure 7 has been
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IMPACT
SPEED CHANGE

DURING APPROACH
PERIOD, 1
Av, /m---e/

INCHES/SEC

A$$Jy~

Cf Cm
CRUSH, INCHES

Figure 3. AVc vs CRUSH Figure 6. Comparison of Passenger
Compartment Deceleration-Displacement Data

for Barrier and Pole Tests (Ref. 14)

F
FORCE PER

UNIT WIDTH,
LBS/INCH

Figure 4. Citation CRUSH Response (Ref. 1)

Figure 7. Force vs Crush

25 I I I I

Crush(inches)

Cf Cm
CRUSH, INCHES

previously suggested by Marquard  (Reference
12) and Emori (Reference 13). Note that the
non-zero intercept for force vs crush in the
CRASH3 derivation of equations corresponds to
a plot of force against residual crush, Cf,
which constitutes a "virtual" force-crush rela-
tionship for purposes of energy calculations.

The coefficient of restitution (Appendix
1) may be expressed:

where V

f

=Separation  velocity, inches/set.
=Approach  velocity, inches/set.

ER =Restored energy, inch-lbs.
EA =Absorbed energy, inch-lbs.

For the CRASH4 force vs crush relationship
of Figure 7. it follows that

Figure 5. Torino CRUSH Response (Ref. 1)
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Solution of (2) for Cf yields

cf=cm(l -4 E)

(2)

The relationships of Figure 3 may be
stated mathematically as

AV~ = A & t (&) Cf inches/set. ('I

c =bfi’:)
m (J&p)

When Cf = 0.0 in equation (14),

cm=(&p)

(14)

(15)

Substitution of (15) in equation (5) and set-
ting Cf = 0 in equation (4) yields:

AVc = KILM Cm inchesfsec. (5)

From (4) and (5),
K1 = $ ( “‘i - ’ y (16)

dCf
d-

K1-=
-B- = constant

dCm

dCf
For dCm

= constant,

(6)

(7)

d2Cf

dC
= 0.0 (8)

m

From (3)

dCf cf
%I =x Cm

(9)

d*Cf
- -  _
dC * -

Cd21 de

m m dCm2 .l ?q (1 0)
To satisfy equations (8) and (lo),

2
cm+*!k=o

dCrn dCm

Solution of equation (11) yields:

E= r tp
x

(1 >

where F and P are constants of integration.
Substitution of equation (12) into (3) yields:

Cf = cm (,-, -@)-rfi ( 1 3 )

From solution of equation (13) for Cm,

For crush values greater than that at the
intersection of the two linear functions of
Figure 3 (i.e., where negative restitution
would be necessary), the calculated coefficient
of restitution is set equal to zero:

If E < 0.0, s = 0.0. (17)

In the case where K1 < K , the force vs
crush relationship of Figure 3 can, at small
residual crush values, produce incorrect and
excessive restitution effects. In particular,
the lower limit for valid results is

inches (18)

It is therefore necessary to redefine the rela-
tionships between Cm, Cf and E for that range
of residual crush in the following manner (see
Appendix 2):

If Kl< K2 and JK < E ,1 2

(19)

(20)

Equations (12) through (20) serve to maintain
the separate linear relationships between
(1) AV and C and (2) AV and C that are
defines by Figfure 3 and byCequati&s  (4) and
(5). They also permit the matching of test
data for restitution, Ed, and dynamic overshoot
(Cm/Cf) 1 at a selected value of maximum dynamic
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crush,  CC ),, while maintaining compatibility
with the pand B coefficients (i.e., the fitted
coefficients used in CRASH3)  which relate AV
to Cf. Thus, the total impact speed-change:
AV, corresponding to A, Band specific restitu-
tion data, E 1 and (C~'C~~~c~~o~C~~l;e~~~u~~generated as a simp e
crush, C by means of a straightforward calcu-
lation pfr)ocedure. The constraints that have
been imposed in the derivation of analytical
relationships yield a unique set of four fitted
coefficients, K 1' K2> r, P, which are both
necessary and sufficient to yield values for
the total impact speed-change, AV, as a func-
tion of residual crush, C

With the developed f'relationships, the
force vs crush rates for loading and unloading,

K14
and K are established on the basis of

t e combl;)ntion of the ratio of residual to
maximum crush, c lc ) and the corresponding
value of the toe fi?ient4 of restitution, e,
at one selected value of maximum crush, C
At any other values of maximum crush, Cm'

both E and C /C must vary to retain the line:;
relationshipfs o? Figu re 3 (equations 4 and 5)
with the assumed form of load vs crush (Figure
7). Thus, the resulting variations of E and
Cf/Cm as functions of Cm are uniquely deter-
mined by the relationships depicted in Figures
3 and 7. To the extent that those relation-
ships are valid, the definition of restitution
behavior is also valid.

The physical significance of the fitted
constants RHO and GAMMA may be better under-
stood by consideration of the following.
(1) The coefficient of restitution, E, is
equal to zero when the dynamic crush, C =
- F/P inches. This result is obtainedmby
solution of equation (12) for E = 0.0, which
corresponds to the intersection of the linear
functions in Figure 3.
(2) The maximum value of dynamic crush, C
for which there is no residual crush is relatEi
to RHO and GAMMA in the following manner:

For K2 < K 1, from equation (15),

inches

ForK <K1 2, from equation (19),

inches

(21)

(22)

The general nature of the predicted vari-
ation of E with maximum crush is consistent
with available test data (e.g., Figure 2).
However, it will be necessary to obtain reli-
able measures of the restitution properties
of specific vehicles and to compare them with
the functional relationships of the proposed
CRASH4 algorithm, which are depicted in Figure
8 for several values of the restitution param-
eters.

/A = 325 LB/IN 1 I

__---
STATIWDV~AMlC

t, pg’ Y... x-o”:;;

f

(E& =0.10

-..0.90

---A

‘.‘...,._
.“..  . ..___.,-  -

0 1 0 2 0 3 0 4 0
RESIDUAL CRUSH, INCHES

Figure 8. Restitution and Static/Dynamic
Crush Ratio vs Crush

In the following a procedure is defined
for calculation of Kl, K2, I and P.

CALCULATION OF FITTED CONSTANTS--Given el
and (C /C ) from test data at a given maximum
dynamif &u&h, (C )

3 II'
and values of A and B

fitted to the avai a le range of AV vs Cf in
test data, the CRASH4 constants, Kl,CK F and
P, can be calculated in.the following2manner.

(1) Let trial value Of K1 = (Ki)J, (Ki)1 = B t h j = 1

Cc),

i I

2
(2) K2 = (Ki)j 1 _ (cf/c,)l

( 3 )  P = fi -fi

(4) r = (CnJl C(c), - P)

G( l/7+ - ‘>
(5) K1 = r

(6) If 1K1 - (Ki)jl 2 0.01, GO to (8)

(7) j = j + 1

Go to (2)

(8) Outputs K1, K2, P, r

SCAN OF DAMAGE ALGORITHM--Given the fitted
constants, K

t, L"y
P, F and the mass, M. and

contact widt the overall range of the
algorithm for central collisions with uniform
crush can be scanned in the following manner,
for C .,

mJ
j = 1,2,3...n.
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(1) J=l

If (C )- c 0.0,
fJ

(Cfjj = 0.00

lfK2<K1,w {&Ki'K;')<(Cf)j,  Goto(3)

TEMP1 =q++)

2

(Cflj = (C,)j - TEMPl

If (C ). < 0.0, (cf)j  = 0fJ

(dj = TEMPl

OJ

Go to (4)

(3) (Ejj  = P + $&

(4) If Ej < 0.0, Ej = 0.0

If 1.00 < Ej, Ej = 1.00

( 5 )  (Cf/CJj

(7) (AvJj = (1 + cJ) (AvcJj

(8) If j < n, j = J + 1, Go to (2)

(9) OutPut (Cf)j 3 (c)J 3 (Cf/Cm)j  9 (AV()j 9 (AVJJ

J = 1,2,3,...n

IMPLEMENTATION OF CRASH4--In  the existing
form of CRASH3, the energy absorption by the
individual vehicles is calculated independent-
ly and separately. While it may ultimately
be desirable to incorporate simultaneous calcu-
lations that will permit a verification of
the compatibility of the collision forces on
the two vehicles, a minimum modification of
the existing computer program requires that
the restitution effects also be treated inde-
pendently and separately for the two collision
partners. The restored energy for the two
vehicles must be isolated from the absorbed
energy in view of the following relationships:

Absurbed energy, EA = & (VI0 - V20)2 inch-lbs. (23)
1 2

Restured energy, ER = & (V2f - Vlf)' inch-lbs. (24)

From conservation of linear momentum,

Vlf.VC = - p+-bqF (V2f - VIf) inches/set (25)
1

vc - VI0 = - & (VlO - v20) incheslsec
1 2 (26)

where V = the common velocity at the end of
the appgoach period.

From (25) and (26),

M2
Vlf VlO = jqq [(V2f - V,f) + (V,o - V&l (27)

inches/%x

inchesfsec

If the effective coefficient of restitu-
tion for the overall two-vehicle system (with
irregular damage profiles) were known,

E R = c2 EA, (29)

5 + 5 = (1 + E) 5, and (30)

dV1 = (l+E) d& incheslsec (31)

However, the restitution coefficients for the
individual vehicles vary across their irregular
damage profiles and they must be determined
and applied separately.

The total absorbed and restored energies
are related to the maximum crush values of
the individual vehicles in the following
manner:

L1
EA = EAl + EA2 = -T 1 Cf, dl + % /31

L2

0
Cf, dl (32)0

ER = ER1 + ER2 = 9 ,:'c;  Cf, dl + % ,;'c;  Cf, dl (33)

Since the coefficient of restitution,~ .,
varies with the maximum crush, C the valuss
of c . and E. must be determinemcf'for each of
the ?values'of  residual crush Cf.'

1 vehicles, 1 &d 2:
entered

for the individua

cmi = inches (34)

E1 = &+p
ml

where i = 1 through n
n = 2, 4 or 6

(35)
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It is necessary to also calculate the
product of si and Cmi.

C'mi = EiCmi inches (36)

The absorbed and restored energies for
the individual vehicles can then be calculated:

Klj LEAj = T I, (CmijJ2 dl inch-lbs. (37)

Klj '
ERj = 7 f. (C,;lij)' dl inch-lbs. (38)

where j = vehicle number

The existing numerical integration
routine of CRASH3 for energy calculations can
be applied to equations (37) and (38) by set-
ting:

A = G = 0 and B = Kl lb/in2

The energy calculation procedure will then
yield:

E .
AJ

= Result obtained with C ij = Cmij

E.=
RJ

Result obtained with Cij = C'..
mlJ

where j = vehicle number
i = 1 through n
n = 2, 4 or 6

The absorbed and restored energy results
for the individual vehicles can then be com-
bined to yield

EA = EAl + EA2 inch-lbs. (39)

ER = E +E‘
Rl R2 inch-lbs. (40)

On the basis of equation (28) and the
related generalization of inertial terms to
include non-central collisions that is outlined
in References 3, 4 and 9, the total impact
speed-changes for the two vehicles are obtained
from

AV1 = j/xl ( 5 + iE;;> inches/set (41)

"2 = l/x, ($ + $ )incher-c (42)
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APPENDIX 1: COEFFICIENT OF RESTITUTION

1 co1 lision (i.e., where the
acts directly through the

In a centra
collision force
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centers of mass of the colliding bodies), the
speed with which the centers of mass aremoving
toward each other at the instant of initial
contact is called the speed of approach.
Subsequent to the initialzct,the centers
of mass of the colliding bodies continue to
approach each other, as deformations occur at
the contact regions, until the relative motion
has been stopped by the decleration-
acceleration action of the collision force
between the two bodies. Thus, the speed of
approach is reduced to zero during the approach
period of a collision.

If the collision force does not immedi-
ately vanish at the end of the approach period,
the continued deceleration-acceleration of the
collision partners will produce a separation
speed. In the extreme case of a perfectly
elastic recovery of the deformed contact
regions, a separation speed equal and opposite
to the approach speed will be produced. At
the other extreme, the case of a perfectly
inelastic, or "plastic," behavior of the de-
formed contact regions, no separation speed
will be generated and the colliding bodies
will remain in contact until acted upon by
external forces (i.e., forces external to the
two-body system, such as tire-terrain forces
in the case of an automobile collision).

The ratio of the speed of separation to
the speed of approach is referred to as the
coefficient of restitution.-

Coefficient of Restitution, E =

Speed of separation
Speed of approach

where 0.000 < E < 1.000

APPENDIX 2: DETAILED ANALYTICAL ASSUMPTIONS

(1) The relationship between the impact
speed-change during the approach period, AV
(e.g., the approach speed in a rigid, fixed5
barrier collision), and residual crush, Cf,
is assumed to be approximately linear with a
non-zero intercept (Figure9).  This assumption
is the basis of the empirical fits of coeffi-
cients A, B and G in CRASH3 (Reference 9) as
well as the earlier fits presented by Campbell
(Reference 15).

(2) For purposes of energy calculations, the
force--deflection characteristics of vehicle
structures during increasing loads are assumed
to be adequately approximated by a linear rela-
tionship between the force and the dynamic
crush, C with a zero intercept (Figure 10).
Note tha?' the non-zero intercept for force-
deflection in the CRASH3 derivation of equa-
tions corresponds to a plot of force against
residual crush, which constitutes a "virtual"
force-deformation relationship for purposes of
energy calculations. The present linear

AVC
SPEED

CHANGE

NCHES/SEC

RESIDUAL CRUSH, C,  , NCHES

Figure 9. AVc vs Residual Crush

relationship with a zero intercept corresponds
to that used in the SMAC program (Reference
5). It may be viewed as an assumption that
the areas under the generally irregular loading
curves (e.g., Figures 4, 5 and 6) can be ade-
quately approximated by fitted straight lines.

FORCE

PER UNIT

WDTH

L&VINCI-l

DYNAW CRUSH, C , NCHES

F =
KICm for o<t

Figure 10. Force vs. Dynamic Crush

(2)

From this assumption, it follows that the
impact speed-change during the approach period,
AVc, is a linear function of the maximum
dynamic crush, Cm, as shown in Figure 11.

APPROACH
PERIOD

SPEED-CHANGE

INCHES/SEC

DYNAMIC CRUSH, t& INCHES

Figure 11. AVc vs Dynamic Crush
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(3) For purposes of energy calculations, the
force-deformation characteristics of vehicle
structures during unloading, subsequent to the
achievement of a common velocity with the
struck object, are assumed to be adequately
approximated by a vertical drop to a second
quasi-linear relationship between force and
dynamic crush (Figure 12). This assumption
is supported by test data such as that
presented in Figures 4, 5 and 6.

FORCE
PER lRdT

WIDTH,

LBSINCH

CRUSH, NCHES

Figure 12. Force vs Crush

For t < 0,

FU
= K2 (C-C,) for Cf 5 C < Cm (3)

FU
=o for C < Cf

In the case where K < K2, the relation-
ship depicted in Figure 2 is valid only for:1

( >
51-r r
2

i 1d-
5

I Cf (4)
5 -p

At lesser values of Cf, the force at the start
of unloading will exceed that at the end of
loading (see Figure 13).

FORCE  PER
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LB.S/NCH

----II
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Cfl Cm1
CRUSH, INCHES

Figure 13. Force vs Crush

Relationships
depicted in
Figure 13

r (5)
C n,l =

Cfl  =
(6)

For 0 < C < C , the unloading stiffness,
is assuiedfto dfelcrease  as a linear function

Cf, so that KZ,= Klat Cf = 0. Implementation
of t is assump ion yields:

(9)

(4) It is assumed that dynamic overshoot
(i.e., the ratio of maximum/residual crush)
and restitution vary as functions of the maxi-
mum dynamic crush. The specific functional
relationships are uniquely defined by the con-
straints imposed by assumptions (1) through
(3), combined with the fitting of measured
restitution properties at a given value of
dynamic crush.

The four stated analytical assumptions
permit vehicles with widely different restitu-
tion properties to share identical values of
A and B (see Table 2). Thus, the proposed
modifications can serve (1) to provide a basis
for approximating the total impact speed-change
and, thereby, overcoming the underestimates
of low AV values, and (2) to define separate
stiffness and restitution coefficients with
which the categorization of vehicles can be
refined.

APPENDIX 3: ENERGY CORRECTION FACTOR

The original basis for the energy correc-
tion factor for oblique collisions appears in
Reference 9. In that derivation, it is assumed
that the maximum crush resistance directly
opposes crushing along the direction of the
principal force. However, if a limiting 'tan-
gential friction" force is assumed, as in
Reference 5, the maximum crush resistance will
occur in the direction of the friction angle
8 (see Fig. 14). At greater angles, the
resistance to crushing will decrease and the
work done (i.e., energy absorbed) will be
defined by

I Fu d&u = (cos a + p sin a> 2f FN dhN (10)
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Figure 14. Crush Resistance in
Oblique Collisions

Relationships
depicted in
Figure 14

i

e = arctan v

FcY
= Fe cos (a-8)

d6 =c1 d6O cos (a-0)
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